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Open access is a rising phenomenon that seeks to make scholarly research findings freely accessible to public. This paper discusses the effect of open access on publishers, libraries, users, scholarly societies, indexing services, and resource sharing. There are many supporters for open access throughout the world. Open access is becoming a strong medium for scholarly information exchange among the academicians. Users and libraries benefit in numerous ways and are advocating open access revolution. The article deals with all such aspects of open access. 
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1 What is open access
Open Access  means that electronic articles are available freely at the point of use. This is generally referred to the documents available on the World Wide Web and is also called public domain documents. This  term is generally concerned with scholarly material. This is a latest revolution in communication of scholarly research, wherein, neither readers nor their institutions are charged for access to articles or other resources. 
Budapest Open Access Initiative (BOAI)1 has defined the Open Access as, “By ‘Open Access’ to this literature, we mean its free availability on the public Internet, permitting any user to read, download, copy, distribute, print, search, or link to the full texts of these articles, crawl them for indexing, pass them as data to software, or use them for any other lawful purpose, without financial, legal, or technical barriers other than those inseparable from gaining access to the Internet itself. The only constraint on reproduction and distribution, and the only role for copyright in this domain, should be to give authors control over integrity of their work and the right to be properly acknowledged and cited.” 

2 Ways of open access
There are two main ways to make available open access material. They are open access journals and open access archives or repositories. The main difference between them is that open access journals conduct peer-review  of the contents where as open access archives do not. There are also other ways to make available open access material such as websites, e-prints and e-books as well as many others but these are usually not very much popular.
	Open access archives or repositories
With this approach, authors deposit a version of their accepted papers in repositories that can be accessed freely. These can be the archives managed by their institutions such as universities and laboratories or disciplines such as physics and biology. They may have preprint and post print or both. This is also known as the "green" road to open access. Preprint is pre-peer-review article submitted to journal. Post prints are articles which are post-peer-review. Both pre-print and post-print in electronic format are called e-prints.
	Open access journals 
In open access journals, authors publish papers in journals that allow readers free access to their contents. The cost associated with publishing (peer-review, editorial support, typesetting, etc.) is recovered from the content sender (author or their institution, funding body, etc.) instead of the reader or library2. This is also called as the “golden” road to open access. 

3 Effect of open access
Open access has affected the publishers, libraries, users, scholarly societies, indexing services, and resource sharing in various ways. 
3.1 Publishers
Scholarly publishing is going through transitional phase because of open access. Publishers are facing major problems from open access movement. Many journal publishers resist the transition to open access. It is clear that open access will harm the ways of doing business of commercial publishers in general and their profits in particular. Many publishers opposed open access and believed that it is not professional. Elsevier, the largest scientific journal publisher, was once opposed to open access because it held in the same regard that it was just not professional. The publishers also assumed that it would raise the over all cost of publishing a journal.  Elsevier finally opted for open access movement3. Now some publishers are offering an optional arrangement for articles. These publishers offer option to authors who wish to make their articles immediately openly accessible. Authors of accepted peer-reviewed articles have to pay a fee for this option. Oxford University Press offers Oxford Open4; Blackwell Publishing offers a similar scheme, called Online Open5, and Springer offers open Choice6. Many more publishers may offer a similar choice in the near future. 
Public Science of Library7 (PLoS) and BioMed Central8 (BMC) are two publishers which bring out open access journals. These publishers adopt author-pay model. PLoS charge a fee of $1250 - $2750 and offer a complete or partial concession fee for authors who do not have funds to provide submission fees. It publishes seven titles. BMC covers more than 186 journals in the field of biomedical sciences in its list. Authors pay a fee of $ 1470 per article for publication. Besides, the single author-pay, an institutional membership is available in which all authors of the institute may publish in any BMC journal without any fee. In this way, publishing agencies are trying to evolve strategies to safeguard their interest in this age of open access movement. 

 3.2 Libraries
The increase in journal costs and comparatively shrinking library budget have made serial crisis. Users blame library and librarians for inadequate availability of material. Library staff also thinks to explore other means to meet users’ information needs. Now many libraries have started to link many websites, directories and tools of open access on their websites. Many libraries are developing the subject portals and also covering open access materials in these portals. All open access material may not be beneficial for users. So it is very difficult to decide which material should be included in library websites and subject portals, as library staff may not be expert in all subjects. The URLs of open access sites are not stable; staff has to update these URLs from time to time. Libraries are acquiring print or electronic journals from traditional publishers and aggregators as usual. The maintenance of open access material is additional workload to staff. 
Librarians face major rethinking of how library will provide access to open access sites. To provide access to these sites, appropriate Information Communication Technology (ICT) infrastructure and skilled staff is required. Standard information and reference services are also needed. Library staff will have to cope up with technological developments in ICTs. Staff tasks such as developing and updating library website to link open access resources have increased.
Library can increase their resource by including open access materials. Open access will help to meet users’ information needs. Now users are able to retrieve more information in open access resources themselves without assistance of reference staff. Open access helps in saving the time of reference staff. Now library community is advocating digital libraries all over the world. Open access resources can be integrated part of digital libraries; they are readymade material for digital libraries. Thus, OA is affecting the working of library. 

3.3 Users
The way to access open access material is electronic access through the Web in HTML or PDF format. In print version, users do not need ICT infrastructure. Use of open access material depends on many factors such as ICT infrastructure, computer literacy and the knowledge of search strategies. It is difficult for those users who are not computer literate or do not know how to use search strategies to search open access material. The amount of open access resource is expanding day by day and it is not easy to extract required material. Both pre-print and post-print open access articles co-exist on the Internet. Authors of these articles usually do not remove preprints, hence users face problems in their use and citing them in their work.  
Authors have the desire to communicate their work in most effective manner to most appropriate users. Not only do researchers in the scientific community benefit from open access, but the public also does as well. Open access aids authors to make their work more visible and accessible. Open access is shrinking communication lag among the academic community by providing a platform to communicate and access scholarly work of different disciplines without any direct cost. Users often have tendency for early access. Open access provides faster access to needed information for users. User can create multiple copies of documents in various formats. User need not to visit library to access to open access resources, he/she can access needed information from anywhere. Open access provides access to articles sooner than traditional publications, it takes lesser time in processing and publishing. In print version, users have to go through a number of bibliographies and indexing services to find the relevant information. Now they just type keyword in Search Engines, if available, get required information without wasting the time. In earlier case, if needed articles were not available in their libraries, they depended upon interlibrary loan or by sending request to authors of articles. At present, users can try themselves on a variety of Search Engines. Users’ behaviour of using and searching scholarly material is changing in the view of latest developments in open access.

3.4 Scholarly Societies and Associations
The societies and associations play a vital role in disseminating research information through the scholarly journals they sponsor. Society journals are among the best in the world. In the physical sciences alone, the Institute for Scientific Information (ISI) shows that 46% of articles are published by societies, but they attract more 52% of all the citations9. The principal benefit of joining membership of scholarly societies and associations has been ‘free’ or discounted subscription to their journals. When societies adopt open access publishing, the subscription model of membership will not have much of a future. Now a question arises how these societies will compensate the loss of revenues that comes from open access publishing. Some measures should be taken to safeguard these revenues otherwise they may face problems to survive in long term. Thus open access is affecting the role of societies and associations. 

3.5 Indexing and abstracting services
Indexing services have a great role in scholarly publication. These are the tools to locate scholarly work. To find out the articles in print version is very difficult without indexing services. Open access journals are being indexed by same indexing sources as conventional publication. Some titles are also covered by conventional citation indexes. Web of Science includes some open access titles and SCOPUS10 has covered nearly 1000 open access journals. Google Scholar indexes both open access and subscription based resources. It is difficult for indexing services to cover open access articles in indexing databases. Pre-prints and post-prints of open access articles co-exist on the Internet. Many times some open access journals change these web pages frequently.
Open access work is visible to standard Web search tools. Indeed, a customary method of finding an open access version is to search a Search Engine either by the first few words of title or by author and title word. For a term Search Engine creates a list of required articles and related information also. If all scholarly material becomes open access, the survival of indexing services is not clear. This implies that users will rely heavily on the Web search tools. Open access is decreasing the dependence on indexing services.

3.6 Resource sharing
The development of electronic resources and digitization in recent years provides good opportunities for scholarly information exchange. Open access is a modern notion of resource sharing in the present technological era. Many open access journal articles and e-prints in open repositories are available on the Web, more and more articles are being included in these.  A search in these open archives and open access journals can retrieve many useful items. Whenever a document is not available in library and difficult to find which library may have it, staff tries on the Web search. When user demands scholarly articles on ILL ‘if available’ in open access, staff can guide user to get that information from open access resources. In case, a library send the request for a journal article that is available in open access resources, staff can send that article by email or any other electronic service. Open access resources of subject portals of different libraries can be a good mean of resource sharing. Open access saves money and time spent on interlibrary loan for users and decreases workload on staff.

4 Worldwide effect of open access
The momentum behind the open access movement is growing in academic community. There are several countries involved in developing and maintaining open access initiatives. There are many different motivations for open access movement globally; primary motivation is that people in developing nations can not afford the high costs of scholarly journals. To address this issue in 2001 Open Society Institute (OSI) held a meeting in Budapest where people from  many different  scientific communities all over world came together to discuss how to coordinate the open access initiatives occurring all over the world in order to best serve the global community11.
The support for the access movement is worldwide where countries like China, India, The Netherlands and Great Britain all have organizations supporting and encouraging the growth of open access movement12. A number of funding bodies are supporting open access business models. Some funding bodies are Wellcome Trust, Howard Hughes Foundation, Moore Foundation, Open Society Institute, etc. Wellcome Trust has made mandatory for its funded authors to make their work public through open access.  
In  December 2007, President Bush signed into law the Consolidated Appropriations Act of 2007, which included a provision to mandate open access to all research funded by the NIH (National Institutes of Health). NIH annually funds $29 billion worth of research, which will now be freely available online to doctors, researchers, patients, and students throughout the world13. 

5 Indian scenarios
India is not untouched by open access movement and various initiatives have been taken in this regard. In India, more than twenty institutions have established institutional repositories that disseminate research findings of their institutions. Some times, these are self-archived. Some major institutions which have developed Institutional repositories have been mentioned below.

i)    Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore
ii)   Indian Institute of Management, Kozhikode
iii)  Indian Statistical Institute, Bangalore
iv)  Indian Institute of Technology, Delhi
v)   National Institute of Technology, Rourkela 
vi)  National Aerospace Laboratories, Bangalore
vii) National Chemical Laboratory, Pune
vii) Information and Library Network (INFLIBNET), Ahmedabad
viii) National Institute of Oceanography, Dona Paula, Goa.
ix)  Raman Research Institute, Bangalore.






Name of institution/ Publisher	No. ofJournals	              URL
Indian National Science Academy, New Delhi	8	http://www.insa.ac.in/html/home.asp
Indian Academy of Science, Bangalore	11	http://www.ias.ac.in/pubs/journals/
Indian Medlars Centre, National Informatics center, New Delhi	39	http://medind.nic.in/
Medknow Publications, Mumbai	57	http://www.medknow.com/authors.asp
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